
KIOSKI
Bigger than we ever thought.





https://business.facebook.com/ylekioski/videos/1720169228274522/


Yle Kioski is a news and current affairs video service for 
youth operating mainly on social media platforms,

especially on Facebook and YouTube.



Stats on Facebook

Fans: 77K

Average daily reach: 325k
Average weekly reach: 1,5 million

Average video views per day: > 100k
Average video views per month: > 3 million

65% of audience is under 34y.



Stats on YouTube

Subscribers: 24K
Growth: 1000 new subscribers per week

Average video views per day: > 14k
Average video views per month: > 600K

85% of audience is under 34y.





95% of 15-29y Finns had at least once
consumed Yle Kioski’s content.

(by Taloustutkimus)



How we ever managed
to do all of this?
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With No more -strategy

No more live tv shows.
No more web articles.
No more radio news every hour.
No more webpage managing.
No more datajournalism.
No more infographics.
No more web quizzes.



Just SHORT FORM 
VIDEOS and MEMES
into SOCIAL MEDIA 
platforms!



This video changed everything!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KBylQxZMEjE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KBylQxZMEjE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KBylQxZMEjE


We had to learn a whole
new world of social video.



Main changes with content in Kioski 
(University of Copenhagen, analysis by Hanna Markkanen)

1. Objectivity and neutrality: challenging the traditional language of 
objectivity

a) The immense importance of how the news are told, and the fact that this needs to be 
changed.

b) Needs to approach any topic from a clearly defined angle. An important tool in the 
production of a shareable video is that it provokes one clear feeling, which can be for 
example agreement, disagreement, surprise, laughter or hope.

c) Not to include the ‘talking heads’ of experts.
d) Informality of performance, expressing things as if they were talking to a friend.
e) Significance of dynamic editing and eye-catching visuals or expressions of the 

journalists.
f) And still: Kioski is and should remain unbiased



Main changes with content in Kioski 
(University of Copenhagen, analysis by Hanna Markkanen)

2. Relationship with audience: datafication and transforming universality
a) Kioski’s news are not meant to address ”everyone”
b) Kioski’s target audience is 15-29 year-olds and their goal is that over 65% of their 

videos’ viewers would be from this group.
c) Catering for the target audience is based on detailed data that has an impact on content 

planning.
d) Targeting youth does not necessarily mean that news topics are significantly different, 

but it is form and angle that need to be changed.
e) Universality is reinvented in the digital age: cross platform is the new universality.



Main changes with content in Kioski 
(University of Copenhagen, analysis by Hanna Markkanen)

3. News selection and editorial control: traditional processes and power set ups 
problematized
a) Less control from above and a loosening of traditional editor-journalist hierarchy in 

decision-making.
b) Kioski does not aim to provide ‘basic monitoring’ but ‘pick up some big stories’ and offer 

a ‘small angle’
c) Story ideas often come from audiences.



Latest hits of Yle Kioski



Municipality election video:
https://drive.google.com/a/yle.fi/file/d/0BxlL9TLr8x8VeUJVMWlyZ2cwSW8/view?usp=sharing 

Shares: 2,6K
Views: 257K
Reach: 725K

Average watch time: 13s

https://drive.google.com/a/yle.fi/file/d/0BxlL9TLr8x8VeUJVMWlyZ2cwSW8/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/a/yle.fi/file/d/0BxlL9TLr8x8VeUJVMWlyZ2cwSW8/view?usp=sharing


How does it feel to read hate speech:
https://www.facebook.com/ylekioski/videos/1695372860754159/ 

Shares: 4K
Views: 860K

Reach: 1,5 Million
Average watch time: 23s

https://www.facebook.com/ylekioski/videos/1695372860754159/
https://www.facebook.com/ylekioski/videos/1695372860754159/


What if Helsinki was Aleppo: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6e59N0C9CRs&feature=youtu.be

Shares: 5,7K
Views: 560K

Reach: 1,2 Million
Average watch time: 16s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6e59N0C9CRs&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6e59N0C9CRs&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6e59N0C9CRs&feature=youtu.be
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In a nutshell: How to make a successful social video

Narrow angle instead of generic approach .
Provoke one clear feeling, don’t just tell.
Put visual texts and subtitles into your videos.
Don’t use talking heads of experts.
Be informal instead of official.
Editing is everything: be dynamic  and kill your darlings.
After the publishing, participate in to discussion as a journalist.



What next?



We believe in conversation and interaction with audience.
We are going to do it MUCH more during year 2017.



We believe in FB-livestreams. We are going to live stream 
more than ever and experiment a lot!



We believe in Yle’s own platform as well. We have launched 
own Kioski-channel in Yle Areena (Yle’s web-tv-platform).



And of course, we will never stop experimenting. Next we are 
going to learn world of Virtual Reality and bots. 



Thanks.


